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YOUR WINDOWS, 
DRESSED TO IMPRESS
S:CRAFT shutters provide a simple way to transform your home, inside and 
out. Whether you have a country cottage or contemporary townhouse, our 
shutters can take your home from finished to fabulous.

We’ve been providing shutters for over 15 years, developing a collection of 
premium products that add value to your home. Not only are they stylish, 
they’re practical too, letting you control light levels and privacy. And as every 
shutter is made-to-measure, there’s something for every window and door, 
whatever the size or shape.

Our aim is to help you see shutters in a whole new light. 

CHOOSE FROM A WIDE RANGE OF  
MATERIALS, STYLES AND COLOURS
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LIVEN UP YOUR
LIVING ROOM
Curl up in a bright sunny spot with a good book. Or shut the world out 
and snuggle up with your family on a cold winter’s night. Whatever the 
time of day or year, S:CRAFT shutters offer a practical solution to light, 
privacy and temperature control.
The clean, crisp lines of shutters open up any space to create a light 
and airy feel. Or simply close the louvres to help make your room cosy. 
Choose from a range of styles in a wide range of colours and materials. 

And S:CRAFT shutters aren’t just for windows. Use them as bi-fold doors 
on a track system to partition large open-plan rooms. Solid panels are 
a perfect choice for a more rustic and traditional look. They provide 
privacy when you want it most.

Bay windows dressed 
with shutters make a 
stunning style statement

ADJUSTABLE 
LOUVRES LET 
YOU AVOID SUN 
GLARE WITHOUT 
BLOCKING OUT 
THE LIGHT

SHUTTERS PROVIDE  
INSULATION IN WINTER AND 
SHADE IN SUMMER
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BREATHE LIFE 
INTO YOUR 
KITCHEN
Steam, roast and bake in a kitchen flooded with light, or create 
an ambient atmosphere for evening entertaining. And if your 
cooking doesn’t impress, your S:CRAFT shutters certainly will.

Shutters are the ultimate choice for kitchens. Our Java range is 
ideal for steamy rooms as it’s 100% waterproof. That means your 
shutters won’t get damp or soak up any cooking odours. Easily 
open your windows and adjust the louvres to allow air-flow, while 
still protecting your privacy from the outside world.

Café-style shutters 
provide privacy at 
street level while 
still letting the 
sunshine in

CHOOSE YOUR 
STYLE, MATERIAL 
AND COLOUR TO 
COMPLEMENT 
YOUR KITCHEN

EASY TO WIPE  
AND KEEP CLEAN
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MAKE THE 
MOST OF YOUR 
CONSERVATORY 
Put your feet up and admire the garden, enjoy dinner with the family 
or keep the kids entertained. S:CRAFT shutters will make your 
conservatory comfortable all year-round, whatever you use it for.
Adjustable louvres provide shade in summer and insulation in winter. 
Have them open or closed in just the right places to get your lighting 
just the way you want. Our robust manufacturing process uses 
premium materials to create incredibly strong shutters that won’t fade, 
bow or warp with extreme temperature changes that conservatories 
can face. You can easily dress your windows and French doors and 
we also have a solution for ceilings with our Fiji range, or PURE CellTM 
Honeycomb blinds.

Shutters are suitable for 
French doors as well as 
conservatory wallsSHUTTERS HELP KEEP 

CONSERVATORIES 
COOL IN SUMMER 
AND WARM IN 
WINTER

SHUTTERS TURN YOUR CONSERVATORY 
INTO A YEAR-ROUND SPACE
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BRIGHTEN UP 
YOUR BATHROOM
Take a refreshing shower in a bright and sunny room or dim it down for a 
relaxing bath with glowing candles, no matter what the time of day. You 
can have the best of both worlds with S:CRAFT shutters.

S:CRAFT shutters provide everything you need for the bathroom. Opting 
for split level louvres means you can operate the top and bottom sections 
independently. So, you can keep the bottom closed to protect your 
privacy, while keeping the top open to let light in. 

THE JAVA RANGE IS 
100% WATERPROOF, 
MAKING IT IDEAL  
FOR HUMID ROOMSSPLIT TIER SHUTTERS 

PROVIDE PRIVACY WHERE 
YOU NEED IT MOST

Being 100% waterproof, 
the Java range is perfect 
for bathrooms
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CREATE 
TRANQUILITY IN 
YOUR BEDROOM
Your bedroom is your sanctuary after a busy day. A dark and quiet room 
is also crucial for a good night’s sleep. Cue S:CRAFT shutters! Combined 
with our room darkening PURE CellTM Honeycomb blinds, you may just 
have the best night’s sleep of your life… every night.
S:CRAFT shutters are so versatile they look fantastic in any room. They 
allow better air-flow and temperature control than curtains and won’t flap 
in the wind when windows are open, like blinds often do. 

Why not complete the look with matching wardrobe doors? Choose 
sliding or bi-fold doors in solid panels. Or half solid, half louvred panels for 
rooms prone to damp. They allow better ventilation, eliminating mould, 
while still keeping your clothes out of sight.

Colour match your shutters 
and décor with our custom 
colour option 

COMPLEMENT 
YOUR WINDOW 
SHUTTERS 
WITH STYLISH 
WARDROBE 
DOORS

SHUTTERS ARE CORD-FREE, 
THE SAFEST CHOICE FOR 
KIDS’ ROOMS



Made-to-measure  
for the perfect fit
Mix and match ranges, styles, colours and louvre sizes to suit 
your needs. And if you have an unusual shape, we’ve got that 
covered too. The possibilities are endless. 

Premium quality  
built to last
Premium materials, state-of-the-art manufacturing and superb 
attention to detail produce strong and beautiful shutters that won’t 
warp, twist or fade. You’ll still be admiring them in years to come.
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Total privacy,  
when it suits you
Louvres can be divided into independently controlled sections, 
keeping natural light in and prying eyes out.

Insulation
S:CRAFT shutters keep you cool in summer and help retain 
heat in winter, helping you save on your energy bills.

Low maintenance
S:CRAFT shutters are quick and easy to clean and offer a virtually 
maintenance-free existence – excellent for dust allergy sufferers!

Ultimate  
light 
control
Adjustable louvres in a 
choice of widths can be 
independently operated 
to get the light just right in 
your space. Close louvres 
where there’s glare, and 
keep others open to keep 
the room bright.

WHY CHOOSE 
S:CRAFT  
SHUTTERS?
S:CRAFT shutters are more than just a window covering. 
Their clean lines and smooth finish bring together 
practicality and style perfectly. They look stunning 
from the inside, and smart from the outside too! They’ll 
add value to your property and have the neighbours 
swooning from the pavement! And no matter how often 
you change your décor, our timeless shutters will fit right 
in, whatever your style. 

Manufacturer’s 
warranty 
S:CRAFT shutters carry a manufacturer’s warranty against 
structural and hardware defects and fading. Just look for 
the quality mark on the shutter frame, so you know you’ve 
received a genuine product.

Quality Assured 
for peace of mind
S:CRAFT are proud members of the British Blinds 
and Shutters Association (BBSA), ensuring high 
standards of product, service and fair trading. 
Our Portchester® range of aluminium shutters are 
also CE certified. This certification guarantees the 
finished product is of the highest quality.



Bay Windows 
Transform beautiful square and Victorian 
bay windows with shutters. Choose 
from full height, tier-on-tier or café style 
shutters for an elegant look, inside and 
out. French 

Doors
S:CRAFT shutters are made 
to your exact specifications. 
That means we’re able to 
create cut-outs around 
French door handles. 
Perfect for conservatories.
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Track & Doors 
The stability of a track lets you combine multiple panels 
to create stunning room dividers and wardrobe doors. 
Choose bi-fold or by-pass to open your panels in one 
smooth action.

Solid Panel
Only available in our Samoa and Fiji ranges, 
solid panels give a traditional finish to your 
windows. When closed they block out light and 
draughts. A classic look for period properties.
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Similar to the look of a full height shutter 
but split in two. Tilt the top and bottom half 
independently for complete control of light and 
privacy.

Café style  
Add a little classic charm to your street-facing 
rooms. By only covering the bottom half of your 
window they protect your privacy while allowing 
plenty of light in. Stylish and functional.

Full height 
 
Create a sense of scale with the 
clean lines of full height shutters. 
Add a mid-rail at any height to 
match your window design. Simple 
and elegant.

A STYLE FOR 
EVERY WINDOW 
& DOOR
S:CRAFT shutter styles come in a range of materials, 
louvre widths and colours. Control the louvres with a tilt 
rod that is either hidden, on the side or in the centre.

Our shutters are so versatile you can cover any size or 
shape of window, fully or partially. Panels are joined by 
hinges that open and close in a concertina or like a door, 
depending on the number of panels you need. With so 
much choice, we’re confident you’ll find a style you love.

  

Tier-on-tier
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SHAPED TO 
MATCH YOUR 
WINDOWS
Fun portholes, grand gable ends, and elegant 
arches needn’t be left out! Our Samoa, Fiji and 
Java ranges can be crafted to fit virtually any 
curved or angled shape. That means you don’t 
have to compromise on the style you want.

Curved  
S:CRAFT shutters can match almost 
any radius to complement your 
architecture. So, you can show 
off your statement windows while 
enjoying all the other benefits 
shutters bring.

Angled  
Blinds and curtains don’t work for angled 
windows. S:CRAFT shutters are not only 
a practical solution, but they’ll also give 
your windows the wow factor.

ENHANCE YOUR  
FEATURE WINDOWS 
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Bermuda
MDF & ABS 

Bermuda is a hybrid of Java and Antigua, featuring robust 
MDF frames and panels with hollow, lighter ABS louvres. It 
comes in a wider colour palette and more closely resembles 
the finish of a painted hardwood shutter.  

  

Samoa
Premium Hardwood

Made from the finest quality white teak when stained, and the highest 
grade Ayous wood when painted, this distinctive product features 
robust frames to accomodate an optional hidden hinge. Samoa can 
be crafted into any shape. Choose from 5 louvre widths, 27 wood 
stains and 22 paint colours, including a custom colour option.

  

Fiji
Premium Hardwood

When stained, Fiji shutters are made from Paulownia, a 
sustainable hardwood which reaches maturity in 7-10 years. 
Its distinctive grain is ideal if you love natural textures. 
Painted Fiji shutters are made from a mix of three premium 
hardwoods. Its reduced weight makes it perfect for covering 
large window expanses and glass ceilings. It can also be 
crafted into any shape. Choose from 5 louvre widths, 27 wood 
stains and 23 paint colours, including a custom colour option.

Cuba 
Hardwood & MDF

Cuba is our entry level hardwood range. They 
are made from a combination of our popular       
MDF frames but feature lightweight hardwood 
panels and louvres. 

Portchester®

Aluminium 

Made from architectural grade aluminium, Portchester® shutters have all the style and 
functionality of our wooden shutters with the additional advantage of intruder resistance. 
Safety features include a top and bottom guide system that prevents the shutters from 
being lifted out of their channels, and a patented strip-proof lock. A CE certification 
ensures they’re finished to the highest standard. Available with 89mm louvres, a choice of 
3 paint colours and a custom colour option. Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

Antigua
MDF

Antigua is our entry level shutter solution made from 
a high quality MDF covered in a patented polymer 
coating. It is both elegant and hardwearing. 

Java  
100% Waterproof ABS 

Ideal for high humidity rooms such as bathrooms and 
kitchens, as well as children’s play areas. In addition 
to them being fully waterproof, ABS is very strong 
and is the same material that motorcycle helmets are 
made from.

OUR RANGE 
OF PREMIUM 
MATERIALS
S:CRAFT shutters are available in different 
materials. The range covers premium MDF and 
waterproof ABS, stylish hardwood and practical 
aluminium. Materials that stand up to the daily 
wear and tear of a family home. Or choose from 
our premium hardwood range for a touch of luxury. 
There’s something to suit every taste and budget.



We have a solution 
for every window

All of our shutters are suitable for 
bedrooms because they provide 

privacy and light control. They 
are cord-free, making them a safe 

option for kids’ rooms.

The Samoa, Fiji and Java 
range can be made to fit any 
shape of window, no matter 

how curved or angled. A 
great solution for light 
control and privacy for 

awkward shapes.

Cover large window areas 
and patio doors by joining 
several shutters together on a 
hardwearing track.

If security is a concern 
then the Portchester® 

range is for you. It offers 
a stylish and practical 
solution for vulnerable 
homes and can be fitted 
inside or out.

Choose any shutter range or 
style for your living room and 
transform your space into a 
bright and airy sanctuary.

The Java range is 100% waterproof. 
Ideal for bathrooms and any 
room with increased humidity, 
condensation issues or water 
exposure.
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Antigua

Bermuda

Cuba

Fiji

Java

Samoa

Portchester

SHUTTERS FOR 
EVERY ROOM
A street-facing kitchen, a bathroom with angled 
windows, a porthole in your cloakroom or a French door 
in your living room – whatever your needs, we’ve got 
them covered. No window is off limits with our wide 
choice of made-to-measure combinations.

Mix and match ranges, styles, shapes, louvre widths, 
tilt rod options and colours to get the perfect shutters     
for you.
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Crisp Linen
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String

Stone Grey

Sea Mist

Moondust

Brown Grey

Chai

Matte Black

Mist

Driftwood

ToffeeFrench Oak

Silver Grey

Pure White

Pearl 

Silk White

Extra White

Ivory Lace

Bright White

Clay

Goldenrod

MahoganyDark Teak

Cherry

New Ebony

Cordovan Black Walnut

Creamy

Rustic Grey

Taupe

Limed White

Weathered Teak

Golden Oak

Pebble

Oak Mantel

Red Oak

Dark Mahogany

Old Teak

Rich Walnut

WengeRed Mahogany

Auburn

Cameo

Custom Colour

Painted Colours 
Painted colours are available for all of our shutter ranges. Choose crisp 
contemporary whites or warmer shades for a more traditional feel. Each paint finish 
receives several coats and a final protective UV layer to limit fading caused by the 
sun. Choose from 24 colours, including a custom colour option for most of our 
ranges.

Wood Stains
Wood stains are available for our Fiji and Samoa range. Stains allow the beautiful 
definition of the hardwood's natural grain to show through, giving a traditional 
look. With 27 stains to choose from, you’re sure to find the perfect shade to 
complement your colour scheme.
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Mattingley

Winchester White

Alabaster

Bisque

Classic Black

Taupe Grey

Butter

Powder Coated 
Powder coating is applied as a free-flowing dry form and cured under heat. This 
process forms a protective finish that is much harder than conventional paint. 
Powder coated colours are available for the Portchester® range of security shutters 
and are available in a choice of three colours. 

Light GreySatin White Charcoal
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PURE Wood™ Venetian
Crafted from sustainable Paulownia hardwood with a smooth even grain, 
our PURE WoodTM Venetian blinds are lightweight, durable and warp and 
fade resistant. They let light filter through when open and give total privacy 
and minimal light leakage when closed. And safety comes as standard, in 
line with BBSA guidelines. Choose from 17 wood stains and 10 painted 
colours to complement your décor.

PURE Cell™ Honeycomb  
These fabric blinds come in various materials, ranging from semi-opaque, 
which lets in a warm glow, to the room darkening option which virtually 
eliminates light – perfect for daytime sleepers. The honeycomb structure 
also provides excellent insulation – helping keep your home warm in winter 
and cool in summer. They’re great for openings where standard blinds 
don’t work, such as skylights and French doors. Available in a large choice 
of colours and pleat sizes.

S:CRAFT BLINDS 
MADE-TO-
MEASURE

From blinds that work hand-in-hand with our 
shutters, blinds that cover skylights, or just as a 
standalone solution, we’ve got a range for you. 
Just like our shutters, they’re all made-to-measure 
to fit your space perfectly.

ENERGY  
EFFICIENT
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Shutter & Shade  
Shutter & Shade is a solution that combines shutters 
with our room darkening PURE CellTM Honeycomb 
blinds.  The blinds sit snugly in a channel behind your 
shutters, virtually blocking out all external light. Ideal for 
bedrooms, they help you sleep soundly, day or night. 
Choose from 20 colours to suit your décor.

* Excludes Java, Portchester® and Samoa

COMPATIBLE 
WITH FOUR OF 
OUR SHUTTER 

RANGES*



www.s-craft.co.uk 
S:CRAFT is a registered trademark and 
trading name of Shuttercraft Ltd.

Your nearest S:CRAFT retailer is:


